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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM A.ND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Teachers are becoming increasingly aware of the
important role that listening plays in our schools.

After

a period of much neglect, instruction in listening skills
is being developed in the classroom and is appearing in
elementary curricula.

I.
Statement

2.£

~

THE PROBLEM
problem.

The purpose of this

research paper is, 1) to review the literature and to establish the need for teaching listening skills, 2) to select the
listening skills which should be taught in an intermediate
classroom, and 3) to develop a specific program of instruction in these listening skills which will (a) utilize the
facilities of a modern listening center, and (b) be adequate
and functional for the students and teachers at the intermediate level in Sunset Elementary School, Selah, Washington.

II.
Listening.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Certain authorities describe the special

types of listening in degrees of increasing complexity of the
act.

Dawson in her article, "Learning to Listen", defines the

types of listening as, 1) listening for appreciation or
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enjoyment, 2) listening for information and for specific
purposes and, 3) listening to criticize and evaluate (4:1-3).
Auding.

Petty takes the view that to aud, "one must

hear and listen with the comprehension and appreciation,
interpreting and making use of that which is heard" (11:43).
Listening Skills Center.

Informed educators generally

agree on what is included in a listening center.

In this

center there should be, "a tape playback or disc record
player which is equipped with six or eight headphones so that
children may listen without disturbing others in the class.
The listening center becomes another of the small-group
techniques used by a teacher to diversify and individualize
student activity in the class 11 (9:75).

III.

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The specific instruction in listening skills in most
classrooms today is inadequate and possibly nonexistent.

Not

until recently have educators taken a good look at the value
or need of the instruction of these skills.

Because of

studies recently completed, curricula are gradually being
changed so that they include some statements of the need for
skills that should be taught in the area of listening.
Educators have assumed that since children enter school
with some listening ability, little instruction is needed.
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This is probably an erroneous assumption, for as Arthur
Heilman stated in his report on, "Listening and the Curriculum",
• • • most children come to school healthy, yet
they are taught health. All children are social beings
when they arrive at school, yet much attention is paid
to pupils' socialization. They speak; but the school
concerns itself with their speech. The child has
played for years; the school guides growth in this
activity. But the school takes the listening ability
of the child for granted (8:285).
The amount of time spent teaching the listening skills
was questioned by Mariam Wilt in her article, "A Study of
Teacher Awareness of Listening As A Factor in Elementary
Education".

In this study, which involved the use of a

questionnaire and visits to classrooms, she stated, "the
median percentage of school time that children spent in
listening in grades one through seven was 57.5%.

Teachers

estimated that pupils were "learning by listening" 74 minutes
per day; actual observation showed they listened 158 minutes
per day" (16:626).
Because over half of the time spent during classroom
activities is in the area of listening, instruction in this
area should play an important part in the education of
children.
Furthermore, most of the oral language heard is that
of the teacher talking.

Instructors must constantly be aware

of and give attention to their own speech and listening
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habits, and as Nichols said, "should be highly sensitive to
the great and truthful generalizations that teachers talk too
much (about half of all classtime)" (10:63).
Since the school is probably the only place where a
student can be taught the fundaments of good listening, it
is important that teachers themselves become increasingly
conscious of the fact that they may contribute to the
inattentiveness of their students.

Ralph Nichols in his

article, "What Can Be Done About Listening", suggests that,
There are one or two bad habits of which teachers
themselves may be guilty.
Needless repetition, in an earnest attempt to make
sure that everyone understands, a teacher may repeat
things several times. This kind of repetition breeds
bad listening habits by creating boredom or a false
sense of security. If repetition is necessary, a
good listener in the class should be asked to do the
repeating.
Demanding pupil attention, at the end of a hard
day she may find herself sternly saying, "Pay
attention, please''• This is certainly understandable,
but it is also regrettable. To be able to listen
should consistently be regarded as a pleasant privilege (10:64).
Another and perhaps one of the most important facts
which educators must consider is that receivers of information
are able to listen at the rate of 400 to 500 words per minute,
while the average rate of speaking is about 100 words per
minute.

The listeners, therefore, have extra time for day-

dreaming, thinking of other things, or wasting time (5:2).
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This bad habit of inattention or daydreaming can be
overcome by the teacher in several ways.

Nichols suggests

the following,
She can alert the class ahead of time to specific
things for which to listen. She can read or tell
part of a story and ask each youngster to provide
his own ending for it. She can use round-robin
listening drills: One child says a word, a second
child repeats it and adds another, the third
repeats both and adds a word, and so on until some
child misses a word, when the whole process starts
again (10:63).
These suggested instructional aids for combating
inattention should not be regarded as the only ways of
defeating this inattentiveness.

There are many more, but

it is not the purpose of this project to bring all of them
to the reader's attention at this time.
In the article, "Teaching of Listening-And Why?",
Mariam Wilt reported that,

11

Inattention in the classroom

is very apparent and good listening habits are frequently
never acquired, for ear specialists tell us that more than
half of so-called deafness is nothing more than inattention"
(17:51).
With this knowledge, teachers must do everything
within their power to teach the skills necessary for good
listening.

In

lli

Experimental Evaluation

!h.2, Improvement 2!, Listening

made this statement:

2£.

~

Program !2.£

1B. 1h! Elementary School, Pratt

"Constructive listening with training

was instrumental in raising the general level of the listening ability of sixth-grade children, even after a short
training period of five weeks" (12:53).
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Teachers then, must accept responsibility for using
any method at their disposal to create an atmosphere where
the children will be more than willing to give their attention, and to absorb as much as possible--not because concentrated listening is forced upon them, but because they
are interested.

As Mariam Wilt put it, "the energy is there,

also the time, and it is known that they listen" (17:56).
Teachers then need to assume the responsibility for providing
those experiences which will provide practice in this very
important phase of the language arts.

CHAPTER II
LISTENING SKILLS
To make the greatest improvement in children's
listening, instructors must improve their students' ability
to think as they listen.

Listening improvement will result

only if children are ready to listen, know why they are to
listen, know the purpose to listen well, and know how to do
it most efficiently.
The skills which should be developed through the
activities described in this paper were explained in the
article,
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Learning to Listen," by Mildred A. Dawson.

She

defined the listening skills that are important in developing,
appreciative, purposeful and critical listening as:
A.

Listening for enjoyment and appreciation (to
oral reading and speaking)
1.

Enjoying the development of a story or the
surprise of a joke

2.

Listening for tuneful words and pleasing
rhythm

3.

Visualizing descriptive and dramatic passages

4.

Reacting to the mood set by an author

5.

Appreciating a speaker's or writer's (oral
reading) style

6.

Being aware of the favorable or unfavorable
effects of voice, posture, or gestures

7.

Noting how character is revealed through
dialogue
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B.

o.

Listening for information and for specific
purposes
1.

Listening for the answer to a specific
question

2.

Listening to follow directions, step by
step

3.

Listening to reproduce what is said, as
in a message

4.

Following sequence in a story or play

5.

Following sequence in a lecture or demonstration

6.

Listening for main ideas

7.

Listening for details--descriptive,
supplementary

8.

Relating details to respective main points

9.

Taking running notes which reflect the
speaker's outline

10.

Interpreting new words through context

Listening to criticize and evaluate
1.

Distinguishing between the true and makebelieve

2.

Discriminating between fact and opinion

3.

Listening for the evidence which supports
a speaker's statement

4.

Detecting prejudice and bias

5.

Evaluating propaganda by a check against
observable facts

6.

Recognizing sales-pressure techniques

7.

Sensing a speaker's purpose

8.

Listening between the lines and following
through by making inferences and drawing
conclusions" (4:1-3).
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Not all of the listening skills mentioned will be
needed in each listening activity.

But the teacher should

establish the particular skill that is to be taught in a
given lesson.

However, the entire listening program should

be considered, and all of the skills should be reviewed, to
provide the amount of practice that 1s necessary to assure
the mastery of these skills.
When a program of listening-skill training is provided, it should start, Taylor suggests,
• • • with an appraisal of the students' existing
listening skills, using formal or informal measurements. At the present time, there are only two
standardized tests of listening comprehension: the
Brown-Carlsen Listen Comprehension Test, for grades
9•13; and the Sequential Tests of Educational Progress: Listening, for grades 4-6, 7-9, 10-12, and
13-14.
Informal testing might take the form of an informal listening and auding inventory, through which the
teacher would attempt to evaluate such factors as the
student's auditory discrimination, his ability to use
context in predicting words and ideas, and his ability
to use the various skills with content suitable for
his level and to the extent that he can learn satisfactorily in the types of situations he encounters in
daily classroom work {15:22-23).
It 1s· obvious that listening skill instruction can
take place without the tests, but testing would assure the
effectiveness of the program.

Also, standardized or teacher-

made tests are desirable in evaluating the needs of the
students, before instruction begins as well as after.
In,"Evaluating Student Performance in Listening,"
James I. Brown stated,
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The more formal standardized tests have certain
advantages. They enable a teacher to compare the
students with those making up a sizable representative norm group. They help the teacher interpret
results by providing preoentile ranks and standard
scores. They have known reliability, validity, and
difficulty, and a predetermined relationship With
other test instruments. Ease of administration and
scoring are also matters of importance to the busy
teacher.
Informal teacher-made tests and evaluations designed to fit a specific classroom situation, are,
however, needed to round out the picture. One is
not the substitute for the other; they are necessary complements, each of the other (2:316-17).

CHAPTER III
LISTENING SKILLS CENTER
In the past few years experiments in the area of
listening skills, have been taking place which involve the
use of earphones, teacher prepared tapes, and tape recorders.
Listening skill instruction in this manner, ~hould help the
children concentrate on what is being said, since they will
only hear what is being said one time.

Alfreds. Hayes, in

the article, "Language Laboratory Facilities", explained
"the use of headphones gives a sense of isolation, intimate
contact with the language, equal clarity of sound to all
students, and facilitates complete concentration" {7:8).
Heilman had this to say about the listening center,
11

it becomes another technique used by the teacher to change

and individualize student activities in the classroom" (8:75).
It is apparent that distracting noises usually heard
in the classroom will not bother children who are listening
through earphones ~o a taped activity.

If these children

are properly seated at a listening station, several of them
could be working and/or listening to one particular tape at
the same time.

Of course, the students who are listening to

one tape should have been grouped before hand according to,
l) their individual listening ability, 2) their ability in
the subject area to which they are about to listen, and

3) the difficulty of the material on the tape.

Anderson,
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had this to say about grouping, "Students who are grouped
according to their working habits and level of their reading
and listening skills will find it easier to work together 11
(1:4).
He continued by saying,
Although the recordings may be used successfully
when played through a speaker to a small group or
to a large group, optimum results are achieved when
students listen individually through headphones. Headphone listening increases attention, eliminates outside distraction, and provides a more intense and
direct impression, thereby increasing learning and
retention (1:4).

I.

ACTIVITIES

The types of taped material utilized in the listening
center are as different as the creative ability of the teacher
handling the equipment.

The following are suggested ex-

ercises which could generally be employed in the classroom.

READING
SOUND WORDS
Record the following: "Say, Here are some sound words,
or words that make you hear. Tell what makes each sound.
Then pronounce the following words:
hum
whistle
croak
chirp

groan
chug
honk
whine

knock
tinkle
hoot
hiss

Have pupils add others to the list" (13:74).

chatter
peep
buzz
bark
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DESCRIBING CHARACTERS
Have the pupils write a short description of some
of the characters in a taped story and later read the
descriptions aloud. The names should not be given.
The rest of the class should listen to the description
and then take turns in guessing who was described (14:81).
SYLLABLES
Review with children their knowledge of vowel
sounds and their relation to syllabication. Pronounce
words, some having two syllables, some only one.
Teacher may explain that a word or part of a word in
which one vowel sound is spoken is called a syllable.
Ask the children to tell how many syllables they hear
in each word pronounced in a list such as "game-restfulstart-waiting." Have them write the number of syllables
they hear in the words.
Sometimes a pupil may dictate a mixed list and the
rest of the group write down the number of syllables.
Explain that hearing syllables clearly may be an
aid to spelling and that knowledge of common syllables
is a great aid in reading unknown or partly known
words (14:76-77).
STORY ENDING
Have the children listen to a pre-arranged recording
of an interesting story appropriate for their level of understanding.

This tape should be so organized that it will lead

the children to a climactic part of the story where the
recording should end.

The children then should be instructed

to go ahead individually and write on paper how they thought
the story ended.

These then should be read to the group.

At

another time the children could listen to the outcome of the
original story.
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LISTENING FOR ENJOYMENT
Introduce any story that is interesting and at the
level of the group listening.

Tape the entire story, using

enthusiasm and vocal expression to enhance the story.

The

children should listen to the story for the enjoyment of
hearing it.

ARITHMETIC
DIRECTIONS AND NUMBERS
The students, equipped with paper and pencil, listen
to the following directions:
1) Listen to this series of numbers and write the
third one: 5--9--4--2--7
2) Listen to this series of numbers and write the
next one to the last: 3--7--2--9--8--5
3) Listen to these numbers and write the one in

the series that is closest to the number 3:
7--5--0--9--4--6

4) Listen to these numbers and then write a number
under 10 that is not mentioned: 6--2--8--4--9-7--1--5
Infinite variety of instructions and a wide range
from simplicity to complexity are possible in this type
of activity (14:85).

-

LANGUAGE ARTS
PICTURES AND POETRY
Introduce the tape by telling the children that we
see pictures in many different places, city, country,
and everywhere we look. We see pictures in magazines
and in books. Sometimes they are colored and sometimes
they are black and white.
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Pictures are painted by artists. Some artists
paint pictures with words rather than brushes. We
find the pictures in stories or in poems.
Close your eyes and listen while I read the poem.
What pictures do you see in your mind? (6:37)
Record the following poem:
Skipping Along Alone
Oh, how I love to skip alone
Along the beach in moisty weather;
The whole world seems my very ownEach fluted shell and glistening stone,
Each wave that twirls a silver feather.
I skip along so brave and big
Behind the sand birds gray and tiny,
I love to see their quick feet jig,
Each leaves a mark, neat as a twig,
Stamped in the sand so clear and shiny.
And fine and faint as drops of spray
I hear their little voices calling,
"sweet, sweet,- Sweet, sweet.'' I hear them sayAlong the sand when mist is falling.
--by Winnifred Welles
Doesn't that sound as though the poet were writing
about our own Washington beaches? Did you see a picture as you listened? Did the words moisty weather,
fluted shell, and glistening stone help you to see?
can a wave really twirl~ silver feather?
Which words help you to see the little sandpiper?
1 1 11 read it again. (repeat poem)
Now take off your earphones and set them down
gently on the table. Get some paper. Go to your
seat and make a picture of what you saw as you listened
to the poem (6:126).
SOUNDS
This lesson on sound is to illustrate pleasant and
unpleasant sounds.

This activity should be accompanied by

pictures chosen to illustrate the sounds made by telephones
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violins, radios, ambulances and racing cars.

Also included

on the tape could be, home sounds such as a doorbell ringing,
water coming out of a faucet, and an automobile engine idling.
The class will enjoy guessing what caused these sounds
and labeling them pleasant or unpleasant.

This lesson as a

whole will give the children a greater awareness of the everyday sounds in the world about them.
Specific activities to promote the growth of listening
without the aid of earphones were suggested by Jerome A.
Ciaccia,
1) have the pupils engage in simple discussions and
debates,
2) listen to oral reading to get the main idea of
paragraph or story,
3) find a specific word as the teacher gives directions,

noting the page, paragraph, sentence, and word
number,

4) build a simple outline of a story,

5) take notes,
6) listen to records, T.V., or a movie to answer

questions previously developed,

7) plan a group dramatization of a poem or story
read by the teacher,

8) guess at endings or answers to jokes and riddles,

9) select a title for a paragraph, story, or poem
that has been read aloud, and
10) provide a new episode or create an ending for a
story read by the teacher (2:4).
Most teachers know that children without realizing it,
gain knowledge from teacher-directed games.

This is also
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true in listening.

M. Ardell Elwell suggests several games

in the article,"Teaching and Learning in the Language Arts,"
which are devoted entirely to listening.
Hide Your Eyes
Children hide their eyes and identify another boy
or girl in the room by listening to the pupil speak

{5:3).

Speech Detective
To teach listening for particular sounds, emphasize
the sound such as long i as in line, kind, bite. Then
say, "You are to play detective and clap every time
you hear this sound as I read. 11 Read any paragraph or
group of sentences with several long 1 sounds (5:3).
Match Me
The teacher says the key word such as oat. Each
child tries to think of a word that begins with the t
sound. The teacher may organize the class into teams
if competition is desirable (5:5).
Many of the exercises suggested can be taught without
the use of the earphones and there are many more activities
which could be listed.

But an imaginative teacher can take

the ideas presented for a listening program and develop them
according to the needs of the pupils in his or her class.
SUMMARY
The purpose of this study was to show the value of
and the need for listening skill instruction, and the role
the listening center plays in increasing the effectiveness
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of listening in the elementary school.

Included also were

examples of ways through which the teacher can help her
pupils to develop certain listening skills.

The listening

skills that should be developed in the elementary school
are:

l) listening for enjoyment or appreciation; 2) listen-

ing for specific information; and 3) listening to criticize
or evaluate.
The evidence given supports the belief that instruction and practice can raise the level of listening ability.
This can be done by a systematic, sequential program of
listening activities that will develop listeners who are
efficient in a wide range _of listening situations.
A listening center will permit the teacher to carry
out instruction in the listening skill tasks with a minimum
of time and energy, thus helping each student to gain the
ability, at his own level, to listen critically as well as
appreciatively.
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